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INTRODUCTION 
Tooele Associates' claims for breach of contract and the covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing are based upon the Ckfs failure to meet its obligations under the specific terms of the 
Development Agreement to construct and provide storage ponds to "receive," "hold," "store" 
and "circulate" treated wastewater. Many of the storage ponds never received, held, stored or 
circulated water under any standard. Instead of responding to that indisputable fact, the Qty 
attempts to introduce and present a number of irrelevant topics to divert attention from that 
essentially primary issue on appeal. 
There is no dispute that the storage ponds leak massive amounts of water even though 
they were designed and constructed properly The storage lakes leak because, contrary to the 
instructions the designer issued, the Qty failed to keep them wet before they were placed in use, 
similar to allowing a clay pot to bake in the hot summer sun; the linings cracked. The Ckfs 
"straw man" type arguments do little to advance resolution of this case. See Point VI, below. 
The issue is not why they leak, but rather, in the first instance, whether the Qty ever provided 
storage ponds to "receive," "hold," "store" and "circulate" treated wastewater as it was 
contractually obligated to do. 
The seepage standard for the storage ponds never changed, but the party responsible for 
constructing them did change. At the time the parties entered into the Land Application 
Agreement (the first of a series of contracts between the parties), Tooele Associates was to 
construct and own the storage ponds. If that obligation had not been transferred to the Qty in 
the Development Agreement, it is difficult to imagine that the Qty would be satisfied with 
storage ponds that leak nearly 500,000,000 gallons per year in excess of the 1/4 inch per day 
allowable leakage requirement. It certainly would not be difficult to envision the Qty embracing 
1 
Tooele Associate's arguments presented in this appeal. It has done so in the past. For example, 
the Gty required the contractor that actually built the ponds, Ames, to rework storage ponds 5 
and 6 to meet permeability standards in September of 1999. (R. 15030 and 15416). 
ARGUMENT1 
POINT I 
THE STANDARD ON REVIEW IS BASED UPON THE 
TRIAL COURT'S GRANTING OF A MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
The issue this appeal presents is whether Tooele Associates had a triable claim for breach 
of the Development Agreement and/or covenant of good faith and fair dealing related to the 
storage ponds. There was no evidentiary hearing on this issue and no equitable determinations 
were made by the trial court. 
"We examine a trial court's grant of summary judgment for correctness, according no 
deference to the trial court's legal conclusions. This is true whether the issue presented on 
summary judgment is one of law or equity." Richards v SecurityPac Nat Bark, 849 P.2d 606, 
608 (Utah Q. App. 1993) (emphasis added) (citations omitted). "[W]e determine only whether 
the [district] court erred in applying the governing law and whether the [district] court correctly 
held that there were no disputed issues of material fact." Kauris v UtahHi§nmyPatrd, 2003 UT 
19,l5,70P.3d72. 
1
 Tooele Associates does not respond in this Reply Brief to the G t / s continuing 
argument that the trial court's Rule 54(b) certification should be set aside. Brief of Appellee, 
Tooele Gty ("Brief of Appellee") at 47-48. Tooele Associates incorporates by reference its 
Memorandum In Opposition to Tooele Ckfs Motion to Dismiss Appeals for Lack of 
Jurisdiction and Suggestion of Mootness and this Court's Order dated October 22,2009. 
2 
While it may be appropriate for the Qty to make new legal argument on appeal, its 
current argument that the Development Agreement's storage pond provisions are too indefinite 
to support a specific performance claim was not presented to the trial court. Brief of Appellee, 
at 38-39. The Development Agreement's storage pond requirements are specific enough to 
support a specific performance claim. 
POINT II 
THE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT IMPOSES A 
SPECIFICLEAKAGE STANDARD BY RE QUIRINGTHE 
CITY TO COMPLY WITH STATE LAW 
A. The Development Agreement Establishes a Leakage Standard 
The seepage standard for the storage ponds never changed. It remained static. The 
Development Agreement altered the party responsible for constructing the storage ponds: the 
Development Agreement shifted the obligation from Tooele Associates to the Qty. 
Early in their relationship, the parties entered into the Land Application Agreement (K 
R. 14545-53) (attached as Addendum No. 1), in which they very specifically agreed upon the 
standards that would apply to their respective secondary water facilitvobligations, including the 
storage ponds. Consequently, the Land Application Agreement, which Section XIV of the 
Development Agreement specifically states "shall remain in effect," provides the method by 
which the seepage standard applicable to the storage ponds is to be determined. Under the Land 
Application Agreement, the Qty has a contractual obligation to Tooele Associates to comply 
with all applicable State law in its management of the treated wastewater and associated facilities 
prior to discharging that water to Tooele Associates at the point the water leaves Qty property. 
(R. 14546 11-1 & 14549 14-1). Tooele Associates has a similar obligation in its use of treated 
wastewater past the point of discharge. (Id at 11-5). 
3 
The Development Agreement did not change this contractual obligation of the parties 
to comply with State law. Rather, it changed the point of discharge2 and made Gty the owner 
of the ponds and the water in them. Accordingly, under the Development Agreement and the 
incorporated Land Application Agreement, the Gty has a contractual duty to comply with State 
law in relation to the storage ponds. 
Tooele Associates uses the treated wastewater to irrigate the golf course by pumping it 
out of the storage ponds through pumps owned by Tooele Associates and located near ponds 
4 and 17. (R. 15023). Accordingly, the water is discharged to Tooele Associates, leaving the 
Ckfs property, when it passes through those pumps.3 It is at that point that the water leaves 
the Ckfs property and comes into Tooele Associates' possession. 
State law, via Utah Administrative Code R317-3-13E, requires that the ponds meet a 
seepage standard of lxlO"6 cm/sec or 1/4" per day of total seepage.4 (K 18827,18801-2,15029 
and 15458-460). The State specif ically applied this standard to the ponds, and noted compliance 
2
 The Development Agreement transferred ownership of the ponds and the associated 
transfer facilities to the Gty, specifically providing that Tooele Associates would not own them. 
(K 14510 §V.2.E). This facilitated the Ckfs desire to obtain federal funding for the ponds. (R. 
15029). 
3
 The treated wastewater is pumped from the treatment plant directly into one of three 
ponds, and then flows by gravity between the ponds through transfer structures. (R. 15415 and 
15027). When the Gty talks about the wastewater leaving its property after it leaves the 
boundary of the fence around the treatment plant, it is turning back the clock of history to 
before the Development Agreement. That was true only before the Development Agreement 
was signed. 
4
 The Development Agreement specif ically calls the storage ponds "lagoons." (R. 14510 
§ VII.2.D). In any event, the State of Utah required that the storage ponds comply with the 
seepage requirements set forth in the Utah Administrative G)de regardless of whether the 
storage ponds are "lagoons" or not "lagoons." The State specif ically subjected the storage ponds 
to the 1 x 10"6 cm/sec seepage standard. (R. 18827). Its applied this requirement to the ponds, 
without regard to whether they were "lagoons" or not. 
4 
with the standard was a pre-requisite for approval of their construction. (K 18827-28). Qty 
engineer Gerald Webster admitted that the Qty is not only bouiid by that standard in relation 
to the storage ponds, but that it adopted an even stricter standard. (K 18831). The stricter 
standard was 1/8" per day. (K 15029). The ponds, however, leak nearly 500 million gallons 
per year more than allowed even under the more lenient State law standard. (K 15499-500). 
One assumes a finder of fact could reasonably conclude that leakage of almost one-half billion 
gallons per year is a breach in the Ckfs performance of its Development Agreement obligation 
to provide storage ponds. 
Accordingly, the Development Agreement's storage pond requirements are not indefinite. 
The Qty required the contractor, Ames, to rework ponds 5 and 6 to meet permeability in 
September 1999. (K 15030 and 15416). This is not a case "where there was simply some 
nebulous notion in the air that a contract might be entered into in the future " Prinoe, Yeates 
& Gddzahlerv Yow% 2004 UT 26,114,94 P.3d 179 (quoting Valance v Bitters, 362 P.2d 427, 
428-29 (Utah 1961)). The parties agreed that the Qty would own the ponds, that they would 
not be maintained by Tooele Associates, that the Qty would comply with State law in relation 
to the ponds and that the purpose of the ponds was to store watet: for beneficial use in irrigating 
both the golf course and other areas of Overlake. State law requires that the ponds meet a 
seepage standard of 1/4" per day. 
The Gty's ownership of the ponds is not an issue. As the Qty repeatedly emphasizes, 
"[a]n admission of fact in a pleading is normally conclusive on the party making it." Baldwin v 
Vantage Corp., 676 P.2d 413,415 (Utah 1984). In its Counterclaims, the Qty admitted, "[s]ince 
1999, the Qty has had ownership and lawful possession of the storage lakes." (K 806 f 155, & 
5 
13550 1140) (emphasis added).5 In fact the Qtysued Tooele Associates for trespassing upon 
and interfering with "its" ponds, including the dry's ability to "maintain its storage lakes". (R 
13550-53). 
B. The City's Own Conduct Independently Establishes A Leakage Standard 
Even if State law did not establish a specific seepage standard, Tooele Associates' storage 
pond claims remain viable. "If the parties have concluded a transaction in which it appears that 
they intend to make a contract, the court should not frustrate their intention if it is possible to 
reach a fair and just result, even though this requires a choice among conflicting meanings and 
the filling of some gaps that the parties have left." Evins v Board of County Conors, 2005 UT 74, 
\ 16,123 P.3d 432 (quoting Corbin on Contracts, § 4.1 (rev. ed.1993)). Further, "the intentions 
of the parties to a contract are controlling, and generally those intentions will be found in the 
instrument itself. However, if a writing is not sufficient to establish meaning, resort maybe had 
to extraneous evidence manifesting the intentions of the parties." John CallEngg Inc. v Mand 
City Corp., 743 P.2d 1205,1207 (Utah 1987). 
There is evidence in the record, which establishes at the very least a dispute of material 
fact, concerning the intentions of the parties regarding how much water the storage ponds 
should hold. First, the Development Agreement itself notes that the purpose of the ponds is 
to store water so that it could be beneficiallyutilized for irrigation. (R 14514 § VII.2.D). Tooele 
Associates was obligated by the Development Agreement to install a secondary water system 
designed to transport treated wastewater from the ponds to developed portions of Overlake for 
5
 Construction of the storage ponds began in the spring of 1998 and finished in 
approximately April of 1999, with ponds 5 and 6 being reworked to meet permeability in 
September of 1999. (R. 15030 and 15416). The treatment plant went online in April of 2000 and 
water began flowing to the ponds in May 2000. (K 15031). Thus, this is an admission that the 
City always has owned the ponds following their construction and during their usage. 
6 
i . • .'. in ig<m. : '"• ^ ' w ' :...-:, • ^ , „
 U j i ( ^ ( | K 1 n t ^ t . i l h h Vi ^u •* i 
the few small residential subdivisions in Overlake the City actually allowed it to develop, to the 
nine ,>l $1,22V7700 (!'• H!'1 !. ' 1 V| Tin1 < in bin U.ugln ihi:, yysinn lor $1,0(J3,7 P 00 (Id) 
Surely the panw--. did not spend these sums on a system without intending that it would be 
supported by i auctioning storage ponds. 
1 ;i in he>- (;jty Engineer Gerald Webster admitted the City was bound by state seepage 
standard, but adopted alughei sundaiu. (R~ 1;- < > 1;. l'he construction plans required adherence 
to these seepage n r * J ' \*!^ = * i. „
 (K^iot!- ;nul large expenditures indicate that the 
parties intended that the ponds would store enough water io support irrigation ot n< <t just the 
goltcoi irse, bi it nit in dn/t4 •• - - ^ P * n* - - •-i : • .• -eep.iue 
standard, the ponds in large measure fail to accomplish the purpose for which they were built. 
Th'yleakso nun \\\\w\ i i n i !• I imi upp<ni iii,i<,ltUionnl ntyiluiii; I M ii ilti gull UHUM' "*: " ). 
This evidence is enough to create issues of material fact concerning how much water the 
ponds must store and whether that standard has been met. This evidence supports not only 
Tooele Associates' damage claim, but also is siif f icient to allow a claim for specific performance. 
"There is no principle in equity that demands all the terms of the contract must be set forth in 
'the '"written agreement. Rather, althoi lgh an agreement is uncertain or inconiplet- in some 
respects, its specific enforcement may nevertheless be decreed where the uncertainty relates to 
in Him which iln» I \\y u\Aiei ""•' "" -" ""»*!"•'» l>vpt(".iinipiinn, >"ilf ot ar loin,, oi \v a«<»,c " 
Brum's Shoe Fit Ca v Okh, 955 l\2d 35/. M^ (Utah Ct. App. 1998) (citation omitted). 
If the Development t "igi eement does nc t defi ii = \ seepage standard, the parties 
subsequent action* and adrni^irms in fulfilling their romractual obligations set that standard. 
A finder of iaa .mwdiG ix <xw * ^ a iw aae rniii ic WIICUK i the storage ponds receive, hold, store 
7 
and circulate treated wastewater in the manner agreed to and intended by the parties. "Only 
when contract terms are complete, clear, and unambiguous can they be interpreted by the judge 
on a motion for summary judgment. If the evidence as to the terms of an agreement is in 
conflict, the intent of the parties as to the terms of the agreement is to be determined by the 
jury." ColonialLeasingCd qfNewEnglarjdv LarsenBnos. Cbnstr. Ca, 731 P.2d483,488 (Utah 1986) 
(citations omitted). 
POINT III 
TOOELE ASSOCIATES MADE AND PRESERVED A 
CLAIM FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE 
CITY'S STORAGE POND BREACHES 
The Ckfs attempt to narrowly redefine Tooele Associates' storage pond claims as 
seeking solely specific performance ignores Tooele Associates' consistent requests for damages, 
even if only nominal damages, on these claims. At the very least, there are disputed issues of 
material fact relating to Tooele Associates' storage pond damage and relief claims which 
precluded summary judgment. 
The Ckfs breaches of its storage pond obligations damaged Tooele Associates by 
negatively impacting the value and ambiance of the real property neighboring the golf course, 
damaging the increased marketability of what would ordinarily be upscale golf course lots. 
(K 15004,15772-75). Additionally, the faulty ponds cannot store enough water for irrigation 
of areas other than the golf course, as set forth in the Development Agreement's re-use 
provisions. (R. 15499). Quantifying these damages is difficult, particularly in light of the trial 
court's ruling dismissing the claims of Tooele Associates' development partners, including the 
owners of the golf course and the real property surrounding the golf course. Despite that 
difficulty, Tooele Associates is entitled to the benefit of its bargain and, at the least, to either 
8 
nom inal damages oreqi utable rel ief. u[I]t i s v el 1 settled that [n]om i nal damages are recoverable 
upon a breach of contract if no actual or substantial damages resulted from the breach or if the 
,(iii»Miiii ill damage, Li> mil Ixr i iproun ' lUir <\ 4 \H»fl /k^tffi, I I i , \n,i l!| '"' , \ Hi, 
20 P.3d 388 (quotation omitted). Fuither, "specific performance is a remedy which is normally 
milv gunied M hen damages may not acci.:aici\ • .u.. gained or would not adequately 
compensate the phintiHr DdiwryS mice & Trans, (o - Un-ncrEquip. & Supply Co., 635 P'.2d H, 
""I (Utah 1981); sa aiso Restatement (Second) Cjoinia^- $ >••• .. •*:*; Kirther, " I boele 
Associates maybe entitled to its attorney fees and costs on these issues pursuant to Amendment 
No. 4. 
to demand on a cJaim "[rjeliet in the altemative or o] several dillerent type^ . its 
Second .'"'iiiif niiln'n! < Anopium, 'luutlt Associates pia\td lui iLnugt » aml/ui >peufic 
perfoniiance as altemative forms of relief for the City's breach of contract and of the covenant 
ol gou<) Ludi ,iiid Ian dealing in ivlauoii m iln storage ponds. (K. I H-l'), I ^V;\ \ "H ami l "H""Q-
71). Although specific performance is Tooele Associates' preferred form of relict, it made and 
preserved a claim for damages, by a*, niik
 s oucic dissociates opposed the City's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on the storacc P°n- * claims; the difficulties associated with calculating 
damages were apparent. {Nonetheless, loocu* Associates preserved its claims for, at the least, 
for nominal damages. (R ' ! : i:\-iiiwa1- n< iied in Tooele Associates1 Brief, Stv 
™
 r
 < r \ppella.u a» * /roving a claim ior ever n n ,.il damages in this case could he 
j were excised irom performing the Development Agreement following the other side's 
: »" 
breach. The Ckfs failure to provide storage ponds that actually store water likely was the "first" 
material breach of the Development Agreement. 
POINT IV 
THE ELECTION OF REMEDIES DOCTRINE DOES 
NOT IMPEDE TOOELE ASSOCIATES' STORAGE 
POND CLAIMS 
The Ckfs election of remedies argument is based upon at least two faulty premises: first, 
it suggests that Tooele Associates has made a binding election of remedy in this case; second, 
it assumes that Tooele Associates' claim for equitable relief on its storage pond claims and its 
claims for damages stemming from other breaches of the Development Agreement are 
inconsistent thus implicating the election of remedies doctrine. 
A. There Has Been No Binding Election of Remedy 
In its Order on Pre-Trial Motions Based Upon Rulings Made During May 1,2009, Pre-
Trial Hearing, the trial court noted: 
The court initially granted the City's Motion to Compel Plaintiffs 
to Elect Their Remedy, requiring an election by May 15, 2009. 
The Court subsequently received pleadings and argument on 
Motion for Reconsideration, and after doing so, rescinded its 
Order that the parties elect their remedy prior to trial. Election of 
remedy issues shall be determined after trial and prior to entry of 
Judgment. 
(R 20832-33) (emphasis added).6 
Accordingly, following trial and verdict, and prior to the entry of judgment, Tooele 
Associates filed its October 30,2009 election of remedy. (R 22928-29). That election of remedy 
specifically was based upon the findings in the jury's verdict, including the damage findings. At 
6
 The City has not argued in this appeal that the trial court's Order as to the timing of 
an election of remedy was in error. This is the law of the case. 
10 
Subsequently, the trial court determined that, due to what it believed were inconsistencies in the 
jury's verdict, n would uoi cnin lud^mriu Instead, ill. » mi declared a niismal aud ordered 
a new trial as to all claims. (6/'5/10 Memo. D u\ And Order on Mots. For Hntivol ! . Exhibit 
, , . i. .a\ ^ b; tw .^ordingly in ciKvi, tik iv iia.s been no trial and no \\;,;,.; u, .lie ca.se/ 
Further, there has been no trial at all on the storage pond claims which were dismissed on 
summary judgment, Tooele Associates October 30,2009 election wi in ncdy is el i eetiveiymoot, 
and Tooelr ASM iciares lias not yet cmssed the threshold at which * . • :naki a I- ndi: election 
of remedy. 
«s uming There Has Been an Elee tion, A Re t p 11,1 s 11o r 1' * | u i (. 11) Ie I{e 11c I n 
? he Storage Pond Claims Remains Viable 
"The doctrine of election of remedies is a technical rule of procedure and its purpose is 
n< '• ;<'V.MV; : . - :;- :• .-, - nu-d\. QUI to prevent double redress for a single wroi.L. /r a 
Res,} Inc. v Gthulter Fin Corp,y 603 P.2d 793, 796 (Utah 1979) (emphasis added). Accordingly, 
"1 M(* l":ln». - .^t''^ -s aL^ioice between inconsioiciitivriiKdics, a >.r - •! -a'-! -U-
oi one ihereoi. tree oi iraud OJ imposition, and a resort, to the chosen remedy evincing a 
|Hii|>ose lo loteg< I all ollets "" hi. (emphasis added), i V i otdiiig!)-, tii oidei It \ In- subjet. led to tin-
doctrine, Tooele Associates' request for equitable relief on the storage pond claims and dama^. -. 
on its other breach of Development .Agreement claims must "'arise from a single w;*;ng ; 
must be inconsistent, potentially leading to a double recovery. 
looele Associates has from appealed the trial court's June 3, 2010 declaration of a 
and is seeking to have the jury's verdict restored and judgment entered upon it. That 
i!so currently is pending foefc*^ rh:- r - n r (Appellate Case No. 20100504-GV 
The Ckfs breach of the storage pond provisions and its breaches of other Development 
Agreement provisions are not "a single wrong." Tooele Associates' non-storage pond breach 
claims primarily are concerned with the Gt^s inspection of public improvements, failure to 
accept public improvements, and refusal to approve continuing development of Overlake. 
(K 22162-64). Those breaches are factually distinct from the storage pond breaches, arising 
from completely different actions by the Gty. This also is why the trial court correctly found 
that its summary judgment dismissal of the storage pond claims was appropriate for certification 
as a final judgment under Rule 54(b). 
Moreover, Tooele Associates' request for equitable relief as the remedy for the Ckfs 
breach of its storage pond obligations and its separate request for damages as the remedy for the 
Ckfs breaches of other provisions of the Development Agreement are not inconsistent, nor 
could they lead to a double recovery. The Gty is seeking to improperly utilize the election of 
remedies doctrine to deny Tooele Associates the possibility of any remedy at all on the storage 
pond claims. 
Damages and specific performance maybe consistent remedies, as they are in this case. 
"Election doctrines generally forbid the claim of different remedies when one of the remedies 
claimed 'affirms' the transaction and the other 'disaffirms' it. Damages and specific performance 
are affinning remedies because they contemplate that the deal will go through " 3 Dan B. 
Dobbs, Dobbs Law of Remedies § 12.8(1), 194 (2d ed. 1993) (emphasis added). Thus, 
"[s]pecific performance may be combined with damages in appropriate cases; the fact that 
specific performance is or must be denied as to some part of the contract does not prevent 
specific performance as to the remainder." Id at 193. The reason for this is very simple - by 
definition, specific performance is a remedy typically awarded only where there is no adequate 
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remedy at law ::.J-'v;v- * ; ! 4 < ' ! *fb n*- r,-,M:iM.- . 0 
ScThtnmv Box Elder Giunty, 892 V.2d lu.H. 1040 (i 'iah IW5t r[E]quitable relief should be 
result in more perfect and complete justice/'). 
!hei jh", non-storage pond breach*, iopment Agreement support calculable 
damages; at this time, its breaches of the storage pond provisions do nou 'rlns does not mean 
that recovery^ ;.)K K ak aui >ie damages precludes anyremecly f or the breach of those contractual 
provisions for which damages may not be adequately dete** > Mied. 
Tooele Associates' damage claim in the June 2009 trial had nothing to do with the storage 
pond claims, whuh Mready h,ul been dismissed Nni .ml* liul dw Mntag< pond kluii^ been 
dismissed, the parties specifically were precluded from introducing any evidence related to those 
% Luiio I'IV .Yin! in Il' J1 ",; Tins ensured di.n die damages aw.nded In die (in ii.ui iiuuiing to do 
with the storage pond claims. 
A ^ o i u ^ , . , ;- n>ck: /Associates did not "tusi; ... .^  ^ Jt\ s storage pond obligations. 
See Brief of Appellee - -1 j . Assuming that Tooele Associates has elected damages on its non-
storage pond breach claims, an award of equitable relief on the storage pond claims would not 
be cumulative or result in any kind of a double recovery.8 An elect ion n( ,i \ nble ie .^il iciiiedy 
only would preclude equitable relief on those claims from which the viable legal remedy arose: 
**' Of course, even if tin i it y is correct in arguing that an award of damages on the non-
storage pond breach claims precludes equitable relief on the storage pond claims, at this point 
there has been no award of damages to Tooele Associates. No judgment was entered due to 
the trial court's declaration of a mistrial There has been no detennination that equitable relief 
on any of Tooele Associates' claims is .inappropriate due to the existence of a viable legal 
remedy. This remains the case absent the restoration of the July's verdict or a new award of 
damages in a new trial, together with the ernrvof a judgment. 
(2) If specific performance or an injunction is denied as to part of 
the performance that is due, it may nevertheless be granted as to 
the remainder. 
(3) In addition to specific performance or an injunction, damages 
and other relief may be awarded in the same proceeding and an 
iademnity against future harm maybe required. 
Restatement (Second) Contracts § 358. 
In this case, the remedies Tooele Associates seeks are consistent - both damages and 
specific performance affirm the underlying Development Agreement between the parties. There 
would be no double recovery if Tooele Associates were awarded equitable relief on the storage 
pond claims and damages on its other breach of Development Agreement claims. Tooele 
Associates has the right to seek a combination of damages and specific performance to make 
it whole following the City's breaches. 
C. Assuming There Has Been an Election, A Claim for Damages on the 
Storage Pond Claims Remains Viable 
As set forth in Point III, above, Tooele Associates made and preserved a claim for 
damages as the remedy for its storage pond claims. That remedy could not be precluded by 
Tooele Associates' election of damages as the remedyforthe other breach claims. As previously 
mentioned, Tooele Associates' damage claim, and the June 2009 jury verdict, did not incorporate 
any claimed damages resulting from the storage pond claims. The storage pond claims had been 
dismissed and any related evidence was excluded. Accordingly if the storage pond claims are 
restored, Tooele Associates may seek to recover damages resulting from the Ckfs breach of its 
storage pond obligations, even if those damages are nominal. 
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porv-
IF M . ; OCIATES RETAIN!- I I IE 
OBLIGATION l o BUILD THE STORAGI- I:'ONE S. 
CERTAINLY THE QTY WOULD NOT ACCEPI 
STORAGE PONDS THAT LEAK NE \RI Y snn 000 000 
GALLONS OF WATER PER YEAR 
In the Annexation Agreement (Exhibit M to the Development .Agreement; R. 14541 -
attachedas Addendum No. 2) dated November 15,1995/1".-oHeAsso<: intr- ^ • *< ! ]] * T 
course utilizing the storage ponds as water hazards. Consequently, at the time the parties entered 
i lit : the I a irici \ppl ication Agreement c n Ji :i i:i t 5 1 9 97 (Exh ibit I I tc the I )e\ elopment 
Agreement; R 14545), Tooele Associates was to construct and own the storage ponds. The 
< - : \ J i M . w i ! •„ i ; * „ i . . . ; . : - •< , , lSMAi . i : , II.. ii .• -ill* I tl€ S t o r a g e p o n d s : 
1-8 ASSOQATES shall promptly, without cost to the CITY, 
make necessary repairs and maintenance to the distribution system 
wastewater treatment facility or discharge equipment beyond the 
point of discharge, to correct deficiencies noted by federal or 
state regulatory agencies. 
(R 1 4547) (emphasis aui. 
If that obligation had r: •!.«.*, •• . •. i» .*• * r • " • . --I • •.-»• A,-*-
 t ; i, ? 
it is difficult to imagine that the Q t y would he satisfied wall storage ponds that leak nearly 
requirement. After all, the Qty is the litigant that claimed that the golf course being closed on 
certain winter da) s \ v a s a matei ial bi each oi the 1 )e ' elopment Agreement I ;u • .:\ i.*- '.i.e 
litigant that sued Tooele Associates for al legedly not properly constructing and mainiaining the 
secondary water system. - a system,,, that the City has never used, which it says it does not have 
to use and that it cannot '"use given,, the condition oi the storage pond s (R 1 354 8). 
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POINT VI 
THE CITY MAKES REPEATED ATTEMPTS TO 
DIVERT THIS COURT'S ATTENTION AWAY FROM 
THE REAL ISSUES IN THIS CASE 
Tooele Associates' claims for breach of contract and the covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing are based upon the Ckfs failure to meet its obligations under the specific terms of the 
Development Agreement which require the Qty to construct and provide storage ponds to 
"receive," "hold," "store" and "circulate" treated wastewater under a specific seepage standard. 
Many of the storage ponds never received, held, stored or circulated water under any standard. 
The Qty attempts to introduce and present a number of irrelevant topics to divert attention 
from this real issue. 
A. Red Herring No. 1: Amendment No, 4 Did Not Release the City From Its 
Storage Pond Obligations Under the Development Agreement Nor Did It 
Otherwise Supercede Those Obligations 
Amendment No. 4 does not release the Qty from its storage pond duties pursuant to the 
Development Agreement. The release provision of Amendment No. 4 is clear and unambiguous 
and has no effect upon the Gty's obligation to construct and provide storage ponds that receive 
and hold treated wastewater: 
11. Mutual Release. The parties . . . hereby forever release and 
discharge each other from any and all claims . . . arising out of 
Associates' agreement to reimburse the Qty for the costs of 
designing, constructing, and equipping the storage ponds under 
Paragraph VII (2) (D) of the Development Agreement. By virtue 
of this provision, the Parties acknowledges (sic) that Associates 
will have no further obligation to reimburse the Qty for the costs 
of the storage ponds." 
Amendment No. 4 at 4 (R 8338) (emphasis added). 
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The scope of the release is limited to all claims arising out of "Associates' agreement to 
reimburse the Gty for the costs of designing, constructing, and equipping the storage 
ponds " The release does not include all claims arising from the City's failure to construct 
and provide storage ponds that receive and hold treated wastewater. Rule 8(c) of the Utah Rules 
of Gvil Procedure specifies "release" as a defense which must be affirmatively plead. Even if 
the release language of Amendment No. 4 could somehow be stretched to apply to the Gtfs 
storage pond obligations, release is not a defense available to the Gty. The Gty did not plead 
"release" as an affirmative defense in its Answer to Second Amended Complaint. (R 13515-
523). Because the Gty did not raise release as an affirmative defense, it cannot now utilize 
Amendment No. 4's release against Tooele Associates' storage pond breach claims. See Valley 
Bark & Trust Ca v Wilken, 668 P.2d 493, 493-94 (Utah 1983) (holding failure to raise an 
affirmative defense in the pleadings constitutes waiver). Regarding this release argument by the 
Gty, the trial court noted: "Sometimes bad arguments should never be bundled with good 
arguments, and that's a bad argument for the Gty." (R 22694 at pg. 46). 
B. Red Herring No. 2: Tooele Associates' Storage Pond Breach Claims Do 
Not Depend Upon a Defect In Design or Construction 
The Gt / s mantra that Tooele Associates never proved a defect in the design or 
construction of the storage ponds really is a straw man argument. The Development Agreement 
requires the Gty "to construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons,... to receive and hold 
treated wastewater from the new wastewater treatment plant . . . ." (R 14514 § VII.2.D) 
(emphasis added). The Development Agreement requires "all ponds constructed to store and 
circulate treated wastewater " (R 14500, § V.1.E) (emphasis added). The dtfs obligation 
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to construct and provide storage ponds to "receive," "hold," "store" and "circulate" treated 
wastewater is a performance standard. 
Why the ponds never met that performance standard is of no consequence to this appeal. 
But, as discovery demonstrated, the storage ponds' massive, excess leakage and loss of water is 
the result of several factors within the Gty's control. Principal among those factors was the 
drying, dessication and cracking of the ponds' liners in the period following construction and 
preceding the commencement of water inflow from the treatment plant because the Gty allowed 
the ponds to dry out. (R. 15031-32,15435). This, of course, is the Gty's fault, an inference to 
which Tooele Associates is entitled on summary judgment. This is not a tort case; fault between 
or among the contractor, designer and the Gty is not an issue, but instead, is a distraction. 
G Red Herring No. 3: There is No Evidence That Tooele Associates Caused 
Leakage 
The Gty asserts that Tooele Associates caused and is to blame for the storage ponds' 
leakage. The Gty has been Kberal with the conclusions it draws from the record. The only 
evidence concerning the cause of the ponds' leakage are the reports prepared by the Gty-
retained engineers. Those reports indicate that the storage ponds' leakage was caused by drying 
and dessication of the ponds' liners as they sat dry following construction and prior to the 
wastewater plant beginning effluent production. (R. 15031-32, 15435, 15454-55. 15788-93. 
15796-802,15469,15032 and 15435). 
The Gty makes the sweeping argument, "TA has only itself to blame for storage lake 
conditions that arose between the lakes' completion on January 1, 2000 and at least up until 
September 2001." (Brief of Appellee at 35). None of the evidence the Gty cites supports this 
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sweeping proposition. Even if the Ckfs position was supported by some evidence, this simply 
would create an issue of material fact, precluding summary judgment. 
It never was Tooele Associates' responsibility to maintain the ponds. (K 14510 § V.2.E, 
Qty Engineer Paul Hansen - & 15835, lines 3-5, "It is the G t / s responsibility and their sole 
responsibility to maintain the lake levels." and R. 15836, lines 16-18, "I don't know if there's 
anything that prohibited [Drew Hall from adjusting lake levels] but it was not his responsibility 
or his duty to do it."). Tooele Associates was forced to undertake some management of water 
flow between the ponds due to the Gty's complete lack of attention. (R. 15788-806). Tooele 
Associates5 efforts to avert a catastrophe does not mean that Tooele Associates was responsible 
for maintaining the ponds; the Development Agreement specifically absolves Tooele Associates 
from that responsibility. (K 14510, § V.2.E). Further, none of the evidence the Gty cites to 
support its sweeping statements suggests how Tooele Associates' voluntary efforts to control 
the flow of effluent between the ponds would have solved the problem that caused the leakage 
- liner dessication during the time that no effluent was being produced and directed into the 
ponds. 
The Gty also argues, "[h]ad TA performed the maintenance agreement as promised, any 
problems arising from the start-up should have been cured." (Brief of Appellee at 35). Once 
again, the Gty is being liberal with the conclusions it draws from the record and ignores the 
standard for review of a summary judgment. The Gty cites R. 14640-56,14686-88,14561-65 
and 14569 as support for this proposition. The maintenance work Tooele Associates allegedly 
was supposed to complete is listed at K 14640-41. Not a single one of those work items 
involves keeping the ponds' liners moist following construction, or otherwise preserving the 
integrity of the liners except, perhaps, for erosion repair. Moreover, Tooele Associates 
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performed work items listed in this maintenance agreement, including the erosion repair. (R 
14561-65). The Qty has not cited this Court to a shred of evidence suggesting that the failure 
to complete any or all of the work items listed in R 14640-56 caused the storage ponds' massive 
leakage. 
The same is true for the Gty's allegations that Tooele Associates damaged the ponds by 
channeling storm water into the ponds, putting pipes into the ponds or digging holes in two 
ponds. There is no evidence that these actions caused the ponds' massive leakage. Rather, the 
evidence is that the Ckfs failure to keep the liners moist following construction caused the 
leakage. (R 15031-32,15435). 
D. Red Herring No. 4: The "Lack of a Maintenance Agreement" 
The Gty always has acknowledged that it had an obligation to maintain the storage 
ponds. For example, in Mr. Hall's letter to Qty Engineer Gerald Webster dated February 14, 
2005, Mr. Hall states: 
1. Tooele Qty is responsible for the maintenance of the lakes and 
specifically managing and monitoring lake water levels and flow. 
The lakes require daily monitoring. You have agreed. 
(R 15828). 
In Mr. Webster's response to Mr. Hall dated March 7, 2005, Mr. Webster implicitly 
acknowledges that obligation. (R 15831-32). There is other correspondence as well: A 
September 10,2001 letter to Gerald Webster from Drew Hall (R14640) proposing that the Qty 
pay Tooele Associates to perform work on the storage ponds; and a June 16,2002 letter to G. 
Webster from D. Hall (R 14662-63) stating, "Maintenance of the Lakes has always been the 
responsibility of Tooele Gty." (emphasis added). 
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In its own pleadings, the Qty acknowledged its obligation ;o maintain the storage ponds: 
"Under the Development Agreement and bynecessity, the Qty has easements over the Overlake 
Golf Course to access and maintain its storage lakes." ( R 390 1165; R 4552 1184). The Qty 
also has complained in its pleadings that Tooele Associates interfered with its ability to maintain 
its storage ponds: 
TA's interference with the Ckfs access to the Ckfs storage lakes 
has, at times, prevented the Qty from maintaining its secondary 
water infrastructure, including the storage lakes, water transmission 
lines, water valves and drains. 
(R 371163; R 4533 168; R 13537 168). 
TA materially breached its contractual obligations under the 
Development Agreement and Amendment # 4, including by: 
d. interfering with easements granted to the Qty 
access and maintain the wastewater system, 
including the storage lakes; 
(R 379 1105.d.; R 4542 1121; R 13546 1116). 
According to Qty Engineer Paul Hansen, it was the Ckfs exclusive duty to manage the 
start-up, operation and maintenance of its storage ponds. (R 15835, lines 3-5, "It is the Ckfs 
responsibility and their sole responsibility to maintain the lake levels." andR 15836, lines 16-18, 
"I don't know if there's anything that prohibited [Drew Hall from adjusting lake levels] but it was 
not his responsibiHtyorhisdutytodoit."). Qty Councilman John Hansen also admitted to the 
Ckfs maintenance obligation. (R 15839). 
The Qty was provided with an Operations and Maintenance Manual for the Tooele Qty 
Wastewater Treatment Facility, which contained instructions on the operation and maintenance 
of the storage ponds. (R 15854-62, at §12, R 15484 and R 15847-48). The Qty utterly ignored 
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and neglected its duty to manage the start-up, operation and maintenance of its storage ponds. 
(R 15454, & 15788-93 and 15796-802). 
Qty Engineer Gerald Webster requested that Tooele Associates' monitor and adjust the 
flow of water between the storage ponds and monitor the ponds overflow grates because he did 
not want the Qty to have to do it and because he believed it was more efficient for Tooele 
Associates to perform the work than it was forthe Qty. (R 15791-95,15803-04,15814,15820-
21 and 15463 at pg. 134.) Accordingly, Tooele Associates and the Qty attempted to negotiate 
maintenance agreements through which Tooele Associates would assume the City's obligations 
to maintain the ponds, but those negotiations never resolved. (Id) 
The parties unsuccessful attempt to negotiate a maintenance agreement for the ponds, 
outside of the Development Agreement, is irrelevant for at least two reasons. First, the 
maintenance agreement the parties were negotiating was an agreement for Tooele Associates to 
assume the G t / s responsibility for maintaining the ponds. The Development Agreement 
specif ically provides Tooele Associates would not own or maintain the ponds. Thus, if the Qty 
wanted Tooele Associates to maintain the ponds, a maintenance agreement would have been 
required. (K 14510, § V.2.E). 
Because those maintenance agreements were never finalized, Tooele Associates did 
indeed complain about the lack of maintenance agreements. Those complains are not 
admissions that the Qty was not already obligated to maintain the ponds. The Development 
Agreement obligates the Qty to maintain the ponds, and the Qty has repeatedly acknowledged 
this responsibility. Negotiations concerning a subsequent maintenance agreement that did not 
come to fruition are irrelevant. 
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The Gtyneglected the management of the storage ponds. This forced Tooele Associates 
to occasionally adjust the flow of water between the ponds and make sure that the ponds' 
overflow grates were clean. (R. 15791-95, 15801-02, 15805-06, 15808-09 and 15811-13). 
Tooele Associates performed these tasks, not because of any duty or responsibility, but to 
prevent a catastrophe. (Id) 
E. Red Herring No. 5: The Storage Pond Overflows 
The Gty argues, "[i]ndeed, the lakes hold so much water that, according to judicial 
admissions in TA's Second Amended Complaint, they'overflow[^d] on one or more occasions.'" 
(Gty's Brief pg. 33) (citations omitted). This argument makes the inaccurate implication that all 
the ponds overflowed or that overflow was caused by all of the ponds being filled to capacity. 
The Gty continues with this implication: "TA's judicial admissions of storage lake overflows 
belie TA's assertion that c[t]he storage ponds have never been filled to capacity, or even close 
to their capacity."' (Id n. 16) (citations omitted). This is simply inaccurate. 
The storage ponds never have been filled to capacity and some of them have never 
received or held water in any appreciable amount. (K 18796-797, 18801 and 18810-813). 
Nothing the Gty cited, and indeed nothing in the record, refutes these facts. Mr. Hall's 
testimony concerning isolated incidents of individual ponds overflowing certainly does not 
suggest that all the ponds have been filled to capacity. Rather, at R. 15788-806, Mr. Hall 
extensively testified concerning the Gty's lack of care in managing the flow of water between 
ponds, which lead to isolated incidents of individual ponds ove)rflowing. He testified that the 
Gty's neglect compelled Tooele Associates to step in and manage water flow to prevent 
overflows of certain ponds. In fact, Mr. Hall's testified that he observed that the water would 
fill ponds 17,16,15,14,13,12 and only half of 11 and then wquld stop filling, indicating that 
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leakage and input had equalized. (R 15801). This is in accord with his affidavit testimony 
regarding the ponds never being filled to capacity and some ponds never holding any water at 
all. (R 18796-97). 
CONCLUSION 
The City's did not meet its obligations under the specific terms of the Development 
Agreement to construct and provide storage ponds to "receive," "hold," "store" and "circulate" 
treated wastewater. Two ponds, Nos. 8 and 9, never have stored treated wastewater. (R 18796-
797,18801, and 18810-813). Pond No. 8 received wastewater on only one occasion, when the 
Qty requested Tooele Associates to fill it up. (R 18797). Pond No. 9 has never received or 
stored any treated wastewater. (R 18797). Pond Nos. 5,6,7 and 11 occasionally receive treated 
wastewater but they never have held or stored such water in any meaningful amount or for any 
meaningful period of time. (Id) The storage ponds have never been filled to capacity, or even 
close to their capacity. (R 18796). 
The City's Brief demonstrates the complex factual background behind this dispute, in 
which there exist multiple disputes of fact which should have precluded the trial court from 
granting summary judgment. A finder of fact should be allowed to consider the evidence and 
determine whether the Qty met its storage pond obligations. Accordingly, summary judgment 
should be reversed and the case remanded for trial. Alternatively, the trial court's entry of 
summary judgment should be reversed and the case remanded for entry of judgment in Tooele 
Associates' favor due to the Gty's undisputed failure to meet its contractual obligations. 
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FINAL AGREEMENT (12/19/97) 
OVERLAKE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
EXHIBIT N 
LAND APPLICATION AGREEMENT/FUNDING AGREEMENT 
^ A4 
TC05308 
! « > 
LAND APPLICATION AGREEMENT/ 
FUNDING AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into thist^day o iv^V. ^ 1996, by 
and between the City of Tooele, Utah, a municipal corporation, hWeinafter referred to as 
the CITY, and Tooele Associates LLC, a Washington Limited Liability Corporation, 
hereinafter referred to as ASSOCIATES. 
WHEREAS, the CITY has previously agreed to construct a wastewater treatment facility 
on property formally owned by ASSOCIATES; and 
WHEREAS, ASSOCIATES has previously agreed to purchase and store wastewater 
effluent discharged from the CITY'S new wastewater treatment facility; 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants set forth herein, the parties 
agree as follows 
ARTICLE I 
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE WATER REGULATIONS 
1-1 The CITY shall comply with all applicable Federal and State of Utah Division Of 
Water Quality laws and regulations related to operation and maintenance of the 
wastewater treatment facility and discharge of wastewater effluent to ASSOCIATES 
1-2 The CITY shall make available to ASSOCIATES all written documentation 
related to compliance with federal and state water quality laws. 
1-3 The CITY will provide written notification to ASSOCIATES within 48 hours of 
any communication from federal or state agencies alleging non-compliance with existing 
regulations. 
1-4 The CITY shall promptly, without cost to ASSOCIATES, make necessary icpairs 
and maintenance to the wastewater treatment facility or discharge equipment to correct 
any deficiencies noted by federal or state regulatory agencies. 
1-5 Beyond the point of discharge, ASSOCIATES shall comply with all applicable 
Federal and State of Utah Division Of Water Quality laws and regulations related to the 
use of treated wastewater. 
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1-6 ASSOCIATES shall provide the CITY with all written documentation related to 
compliance from federal and state agencies, including the State of Utah Division Of Water 
Quality, that have regulatory jurisdiction over the ASSOCIATES use of treated 
wastewater effluent, within 30 days of receipt by the ASSOCIATES. 
1-7 ASSOCIATES will provide written notification to the CITY within 48 hours of 
any communication from federal or state agencies alleging non-compliance on the part of 
ASSOCIATES 
1-8 ASSOCIATES shall promptly, without cost to the CITY, make necessary repairs 
and maintenance to the distribution system wastewater treatment facility or discharge 
equipment beyond the point of discharge, to correct deficiencies noted by federal or state 
regulatory agencies 
ARTICLE H 
TERM 
2-1 The tenn of this lease shall be twenty (20) years with four options to renew 
subject to the terms herein. 
2-2 The commencement date shall be the 1st day of January 1998, or at such time as 
the City begins discharge of treated wastewater, whichever occurs later in time 
2-3 Termination of the initial term shall occur on the 1st day of January 2018, unless 
sooner terminated as provided herein. 
2-4 ASSOCIATES shall provide written notice to the CITY of its intention to exercise 
its option to renew twelve (12) months prior to the expiration of the then current lease 
term, provided that: 
(a) any option to renew will be subject to mutual written agreement of the 
treated wastewater rate to be charged ASSOCIATES by the CITY for the 
option period; 
(b) each option to renew shall be for a term of five (5) years; and, 
(c) provided that neither ASSOCIATES nor the CITY is in default on this 
AGREEMENT. 
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ARTICLE HI 
CONSIDERATION 
3-1 Purchase of treated wastewater by ASSOCIATES from the CITY shall be based 
on the fair market value, as mutually agreed upon by ASSOCIATES and the CITY, for 
the volume and quality of the treated wastewater discharged by the CITY. 
3-2 The fair market value shall be determined by mutual agreement prior to January 1, 
1998, or the initial date of discharge by the CITY, whichever occurs at the later date, and 
shall be redetermined after each five (5) year period of this AGREEMENT. 
3-3 ASSOCIATES shall pay, in advance, on January 1 of each calendar year, the 
annual cost to purchase, under the terms of this agreement, the treated wastewater. The 
volume of treated wastewater to be purchased by ASSOCIATES shall be estimated for 
each calendar year, based on independent engineers* estimates, such engineers' estimates 
to be mutually agreed to by ASSOCIATES and the CITY. Adjusted payments or credits 
shall be paid within thirty (30) days written notice by the CITY based on independent 
engineers' confirmed actual volume for the prior lease year. ASSOCIATES shall bear the 
cost of obtaining the independent engineers' estimates 
3-4 ASSOCIATES shall receive a credit, to be applied pro-ratably over the initial tenn 
of this AGREEMENT in the amount of funds paid by ASSOCIATES for construction of 
advanced wastewater treatment facilities, provided however, that the actual 
ASSOCIATES annual cash payments for treated wastewater are equal to or greater than 
the CITY'S annual budget for operation and maintenance of the advanced treatment 
facilities. Such budget shall be determined by independent engineers and mutually agreed 
upon by ASSOCIATES and the CITY. 
3-5 In the event that the annual purchase amount is not paid within thirty (30) days of 
the due date, ASSOCIATES shall pay a late fee equal to Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day. 
3-6 It is anticipated that the CITY shall construct its wastewater treatment facility with 
funds provided by a BOND. The CITY shall use annual funds paid by ASSOCIATES for 
treated wastewater as a source of revenue for payment of the BOND. Furthermore, 
ASSOCIATES acknowledges and consents to the assignment of annual purchase 
payments for that purpose and agrees that, in case of a default by the CITY, under the 
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terms and conditions of the BOND, ASSOCIATES shall make annual purchase payments 
to the Bondholder 
ARTICLE IV 
POINT OF DISCHARGE 
4-1 <fPoint of discharge" shall be defined as the point at which the treated effluent 
leaves City property and enters property owned by Associates. 
4-2 The CITY shall provide treated wastewater, under the terms and conditions 
specified in this AGREEMENT at a mutually agreed upon point of discharge. Such point 
of discharge shall establish the point at which ownership of the treated wastewater is 
transferred from the CITY to ASSOCIATES. 
4-3 The CITY shall be responsible for all installation operating costs, rncluding 
maintenance and repairs, for all facilities located within property owned by the CITY, up 
to the point of discharge. 
4-4 ASSOCIATES shall be responsible for all installation and operating costs, 
including maintenance and repairs, for all facilities located within property not owned by 
the CITY, up to the point of discharge. 
ARTICLE V 
ENTRY AND INSPECTION 
5-1 The CITY shall have the right of entry, during normal business hours, to inspect, 
upon ASSOCIATES property, the storage and use of treated wastewater purchased by 
ASSOCIATES from the CITY to insure compliance with all federal and state water 
regulations. 
5-2 ASSOCIATES shall have the right of entry, during normal business hours, to 
inspect, upon the CITY property, the treatment and discharge of waste produced by the 
CITY'S wastewater treatment facility and related storage and discharge of the wastewater 
to insure compliance with all federal and state water regulations. 
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ARTICLE VI 
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING 
6-1 ASSOCIATES shall not assign their interest or obligations in this AGREEMENT, 
nor any part thereof without the prior written consent of the CITY. 
6-2 Consent to assignment shall not be unreasonably withheld by the CITY, 
ARTICLE Vn 
DEFAULT 
7-1 A breach of any of the provisions of this AGREEMENT shall be a breach of the 
entire AGREEMENT, and the breaching party shall be in default of the AGREEMENT. 
The non-defauting party shall provide the defaulting party ten days to cure any default. If 
the default is not cured within ten days, the non-defaulting party may cure the default and 
bill the defaulting party for the cost of the curing the default. 
ARTICLE Vm 
INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE 
8-1 The CITY shall indemnify and hold harmless ASSOCIATES for damages or claims 
resulting from discharge from the wastewater treatment plant of wastewater effluent not in 
compliance with federal or state regulations. 
8-2 ASSOCIATES shall indemnify and hold harmless the CITY for damages or claims 
resulting from its distribution, after receiving the notice required in Article 1-3 of this 
AGREEMENT, of wastewater effluent not in compliance with federal or state regulations. 
8-3 ASSOCIATES shall provide any and all insurance for its employees as required by 
federal and Utah law. 
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8-4 Prior to beginning construction, ASSOCIATES shall provide evidence of having 
obtained a surety or other bond sufficient to cover the cost of completing construction on 
its 18-hole golf course and containment ponds, as approved by the Tooele City 
Engineering Department and Planning Commission. 
ARTICLE DC 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
9-1 Any disputes arising from this AGREEMENT shall be taken before a mutually agreed 
upon mediator. The recommendations of the mediator shall not be binding, but the parties 
shall make a good faith effort to adhere to said recommendations. Should a party reject the 
recommendations of the mediator, either party may proceed as permitted by law. 
9-2 Each party shall bear its own costs and attorneys fees in any mediation proceedings 
Should mediation be rejected by a party, both parties may seek those remedies permitted by 
law. 
ARTICLE X 
FUNDING OBLIGATIONS 
11-1 ASSOCIATES shall purchase from the CITY all of up to 2.25 million gallons per 
day of treated wastewater effluent discharged from the new wastewater treatment plant to 
be built by the CITY. 
11-2 Tlie purchased wastewater effluent shall be used upon a public golf course and in 
storage ponds constructed as part of the golf course. ASSOCIATES shall bear the entire 
cost of constructing the golf course and effluent storage ponds as part of the cost of its 
development. Effluent received in excess of golf course and storage pond capacity may be 
used by ASSOCIATES for other purposes not in violation of any Federal or State laws or 
regulations. ASSOCIATES shall bear the costs of implementing this use. 
11-3 ASSOCIATES shall construct a water main line according to specifications 
provided by the CITY, such line connecting existing CITY water service to the new 
wastewater treatment plant The CITY shan reimburse ASSOCIATES for one-half of the 
cost of construction at a rate to be mutually agreed upon in writing. 
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11-4 The CITY shall bear the cost of designing and constructing the wastewater 
treatment plant, with the exception of the costs of the design and construction of advanced 
wastewater treatment facilities, which cost shall be bom by ASSOCIATES. The advanced 
wastewater treatment facilities are those which make the plant effluent suitable for 
irrigation. The CITY shall bear the cost of designing and constructing all other fixtures 
and facilities associated with the wastewater treatment plant and located on property 
owned by the CITY. ASSOCIATES shall bear the cost of designing and constructing all 
fixtures and facilities associated with the wastewater treatment plant effluent and located 
on property not owned by the CITY. 
^ 
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TOOELE ASSOCIATES 
"ByfDREW HALL V 
ATTEST: TOOELE CITY CORPORATION 
'PATRICK DUNLJAVY, OtyRfeorder y: GRANT L. PENDLETON, Mayo? 
•?<& 
§8 STf£> 
COUNTtW , uf6oELE 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
:ss. 
) 
L ) The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this day of L(]/':f , 1996 by Mayor Grant L Pendleton and Patrick Dunlavy, 
Tnnfclft ^ity fie^prdpr ^ ^ 
SUCLCAStAS 
NotoryPubBc 
STATE Of UTAH 
W Comro. ExpU» AUG 27,1W8 
_ CONOMAINTOOOEUT M074 . 
}r * 9 9 + 9 9 V * + * * * " r *^ NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:s 
COUNTY OF TOOELE ) :ss. 
•\ The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this day of 
)l(fil _ , 1996 by Drew Hall for Tooele Associates. 
sueicASAS 
, Notary PUb#e 
KWMB JtATCOfUtAH J * 
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FINAL AGREEMENT (12/19/97) 
OVERLAKE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
EXHIBIT M 
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT 
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ANNEXATION AGREEMENT 
This Agreement is made this \S"JH_day of K ^ e ^ K ^ r , 19 4S , by and between Tooele 
City Corporation, a municipal corporation of the State of Utah, hereinafter called "the City," and 
Tooele Associates, a partnership, hereinafter called "Petitioner," whose address is 2105 112th 
Avenue, N.E., Suite 100, BelJevue, Washington 98004. In consideration of the mutual 
agreements as stated below, the sufficiency of which is acknowledged by both parties, the City 
and Petitioner agree to performing the following obligations* 
The Petitioner shall: 
1. deed to the City thirty (30) acres in the far northwest corner of Petitioner's property for 
the new City sewage treatment plant within thirty (30) days of annexation; 
2. transfer to the City perfected water rights to draw 686 acre feet of water from wells 
located on Petitioner's property within thirty (30) days of annexation; 
3 set aside for the City 584 acres for schools, a fire station, roadways, parks, and other 
public services, as described in the Overlake Community Site Data Summary (see 
Attachment 1)—this is in addition to the thirty (30) acres for the new treatment plant—to 
be deeded to the City at such time as the land is needed to develop the schools, fire 
station, roadways, parks, etc 
4 grant to the City such easements as are necessary to construct and operate the new 
sewage treatment plant and all water and sewer lines leading to the plant, 
5 purchase all of up to 2 25 million gallons per day of plant effluent, at a rate to be 
negotiated, for twenty (20) years, to be used on a golf course and holding ponds 
constructed by Petitioner at its expense, or disposed of in some other way acceptable to 
the City, 
6 comply with the requirements of Tooele City Code Title 4 (building regulations) and 
Title 7 (zoning and subdivisions), 
7 construct, maintain, and manage an 18-hole public golf course by January 1, 1998, 
8 construct a main water line (the size and location to be negotiated) connecting existing 
City service to the new treatment plant, with each party bearing one-half of the cost, the 
schedule of payments to be negotiated 
The City shall: 
I commit to a favorable approach toward the Petition for Annexation of Petitioner, dated 
September 9, 1995, pursuing such efforts as are appropriate to a municipal corporation, 
including bringing Petitioner's petition to a formal vote of the City Council, 
TC05305 
2 construct a new sewage treatment plant at the far northwest corner of Petitioner's 
property, 
adopt a zoning scheme which will allow Petitioner to develop its land according to the 
Overtake Community Site Data Summary and as approved by the Tooele City Budding 
Official 
Execution of this Annexation Agreement by Tooele Associates is a necessary condition 
to Tooele City Council approval of the Tooele Associates Petition for Annexation 
This Annexation Agreement shall be binding upon all successors and assigns of 
Petitioner 
Petitioner agrees to hold the City harmless from all liability knd claims for damages by 
reason of injury to person or property ansing from the performance or nonperformance by 
Petitioner, its employees, agents, and subcontractors, of its obligations under this Agreement 
ATTEST TOOELE CITY CORPORATION 
Patrick H Dunlavy, Recorder y^djx^^kf. Pendleton, Mayor 
ATTEST* PETITIONER 
r>j o \x^[ 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
OVERLAKE COMMUNITY SITE DATA SUMMARY 
LAND USE ACREAGE* 
Treatment Plant 
Ponds ( in golf course & parks) 
Sub-total Treatment PI 
30 0 acres 
95 0 acres 
125 0 acres 
Open Space 
Golf Course 
(18 holes w/o ponds) 
Regional Park @ UP tracks 
Parks w/ ponds 
Nieghborhood Parks 
Equestrian/trails (2 5 mj) 
Sub-total Open Space 
277 5 acres 
80 0 acres 
45 5 acres 
10 5 acres 
3 0 acres 
413 5 acres 
Educational 
High School 
Institute 
Middle School 
Elementary Schools (3) 
Sub-total Educational 
5^ 0 acres 
6 0 acres 
21 0 acres 
30 0 acres 
112 0 acres 
Institutional 
Fire (one site @ south entry) 
Other (churches, fire, library, 
street maint civic, etc 
Sub total Institutional 
2 5 acres 
10 0 acres 
22 5 acres 
Housing 
2-acres + equestrian 
1-2 acre estates 
1/2-1 acre 
1/3 acre + 
Less than 1/3 acre SFR 
Patio/Zero-Iot line SFR 
MFR (townhome/apts) 
Sub-total Housmc 
565 0 acres 
262 0 acres 
75 0 acres 
950 0 acres 
85 0 acres 
45 0 acres 
50 0 acres 
2,032 0 acres 
Public roads 
Major Artenals (41,550x107) 
Collectors (19,600x80) 
Local Streets (132,S00\60) 
Sub-total Public Roads 
102 0 acres 
36 0 acres 
185 0 acres 
323 0 acres 
* TotaJ acreage of Tooele Associates 
and associated properties is 2,941 
acres 
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